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Objective

The objective with this assignment is to apply the techniques and thoughts 

learned in the last four chapters and to deliver pictures for an imaginary 

client such as a newspaper, book or others.

The assignment asks specifically to describe all the way from the briefing of 

the editor in chief to the planning of the assignment and the final 

presentation.

As always are reflections necessary.

The subject of my assignment is a friend that sits in a wheelchair after a car 

accident but shows more mobility, both physically and psychologically, than 

very many people with functioning legs. 
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Introduction

My imaginary client is a weekly newspaper or a newspaper directed towards 

people with disabilities.

Main goal is to show that people with handicaps can live a normal and 

fulfilled life apart from what many people believe.

The subject of my assignment is Nils-Gunnar Nilsson or “Nicke” as his 

nickname is.

He sits in a wheelchair after a car accident at high velocity which led to an 

injury of the cervical spine, leading to spastic impairment of his lower 

extremities and even to a certain extent his hands.

Before his accident he thought as many others that he was more or less 

immune to accidents but that day changed his life drastically.

He had no steady job but worked at several places several times.His main 

leisure time activities were hunting, fishing, cars and so on, something which 

is quite usual for the area here.

After rehabilitation were of course the big questions what of his old life 

would be possible to live and how could he manage to live in a small village 

about 30km from the nearest town.

With the help of his brothers and friends and of course the unbroken will to 

come back to a normal live he fought his way back to the life he has now. A 

friend of mine told him: “You can work at my place as an assistant. You must 

come out and meet people!”

Thereafter he worked in a photo-laboratory

Nowadays he lives in the same village he used to live in with a big circle of 

friends and a wide variety of outdoor activities and photography as his new 

passion and his work.
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He started work at the local hospital as an assistant of the photographer 

there, both in administration and photographically. That even affected his 

hobbies and he became an avid photographer.

The first time I met him was via his profession when taking an ID-picture of 

me a couple of years ago.

His vitality and positive energy are contagious. When talking about all the 

things he does one normally has to ask himself how a person in a wheelchair 

can manage all that.

During the next few years and even during this assignment I learned how a 

normal life is possibilities with the abilities Nicke has.

As everyone can understand is movement the main problem he faces on a 

daily basis and while his house, car and working environment are adapted to 

that a huge part of his life is in the great outdoors both during summer and 

winter.

He is currently able to stand upright for a short period of time and even 

taking small steps with the help of something to hold on. 

His dexterity is impaired to the point that he needs medication of not having 

a too high muscle tension in his hands rendering them useless. When being 

well medicated he can use his hand to a certain extent but has developed 

several strategies to cope with that handicap, e.g. using his mouth as a third 

hand, holding things with that or having several tools to compensate the lack 

of strength he has.

The goal of my assignment is to show both working environment, nature and 

leisure activities as well as him interacting with people as he is a very 

sociable person.
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Briefing

Things that had to be considered and had to be in the story:

• Fishing

• Driving boats

• Quad bikes 

• Snowmobiles

• Photography

• Working place

• Family and friends

As he has a wide variety interesting activities and as there was no time limit 

to the assignment I chose to show the whole diversity of his life.

If there had been a time limit I probably had chosen to e.g. photograph him 

at home, driving to his boat, fishing and then interacting with people there.

Planning included to have at least six to nine months with several occasions 

to photograph him in several environments and situations.

More to the planning and thought about the pictures with them.

Future plans for this assignment is to maybe use it to write an article for the 

local newspaper or a magazine about handicaps.
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Pictures

In seasonal order

During winter time Nicke is mobile outdoors with help of a snowmobile. Here 

on a photographic safari in the fine, sunny time of “spring-winter” as it is 

called by the Sami, the native people up in northern Scandinavia.

As he lives in the countryside he frequently rings and asks if one does not 

want to come along on a trip.

Those picture were taken while he wants to take some phtographs. 

Alternative pictures might be showing him driving the snowmobile from the 

side or while driving with him but as it is quite a bumpy ride both hands were 

used to keep on the mobile.

As space in the magazine is limited I opted for just showing a few pictures 

from winter.
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A very familiar picture is Nicke sitting in his wheelchair in front of the house 

as he saw you coming driving on the road to his house. You can even 

describe his attitude as welcoming and his door is never locked.

It probably would have been better to take away the table in the lower right 

corner of the frame but I had not seen it and being in a dark colour it is not 

much of a distraction I think.

Another pictures to show his hospitality might be of the loaded table with 

huge amounts of food. 
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A candid shot as Nicke and his partner are looking at a book from the latest 

holidays and a familiar sight again with a cat “Puma” in his lap.

I had several other pictures from the occasion but liked that one as the 

people are unaware of the camera, looking natural and in combination with 

the table showing a normal day with friends not arranged as a still life might 

be.

Improvements would be to take away the water can giving a better picture of 

them and maybe including the person on the right in the frame or clipping 

him out all together.
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Summertime means switching from the snowmobile to the quad bile or in 

this case a six-wheeled version where Nicke can carry his wheelchair with him 

and can unload it to drive the final meters with it.

Here on the way to his boat again on a photographic safari.

I showed this picture primarily to give some impressions about his abilities 

and to show how active he is.

There were several pictures with him driving the bike but this picture had 

more to it.

I think this picture is ok, one might discuss to take away or crop out the 

water bottle on the right and with that removing the red dot and arranging 

him more according to the rule of thirds but the lines in the picture (shoe 

pointing to the lower left corner, wheelchair to the upper left corner, wheels 

to the lower right corner) giving an appealing composition.
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Here two scenes from his boat driving it across the Lule-river with the sunset 

in the background after having “shot” a beaver and several different birds.

Typical for him a smile or laugh on his face , often after a joke.

His wheelchair always close.

The first picture would have profited from having a little bit more of him in 

the frame although I like him being right at the side and showing that water 

is a big part in his life, both while driving a boat and fishing during winter 

and summertime.
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Hunting, this time with his 55-250mm lens, a snipe on the riverbank. Due to 

his injuries is he not able to use his hands that well and he needs the brace 

while handling heavy objects of using the hand during a longer time.

I chose that position because of the light in first place. I wanted to have the  

flag in the frame to add some colour and Nicke in an appealing 

“photographing position”.

Negative is of course the metal piece coming out of his head but there were 

not so many alternative places as the roof has several supports.

A moment in Nickes life and not staged.

A portrait of him being a little more seriously, closely cropped to show some 

intimacy.

I wanted to have an environmental portrait instead of a studio portrait as he 

is more outside than inside. The view not directed into the camera showing a 

more quiet side of Nicke.
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Now a big chapter in his life, fishing. On the river during summertime and 

ice-fishing during winter time. Unfortunately did I not manage to capture the 

ice-fishing.

Here Nicke prepares the fishing rod with a hook, a “fly” and now with a lead 

weight.

One cannot really see it but he has some difficulties to make knots and loops 

and takes a few tricks as help like using his mouth as a third hand, some 

scissors to keep the loop in place and so on.

His car always close as you can see on the right-hand side of the picture and 

in later pictures you can see how it looks at the fishing place.

I liked the fact that there is a handicap-sign in the background.

A reflector might have been useful to get some light into the shadows as it 

was very harsh light giving deep shadows.
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This picture shows him sitting on a platform build by Boden Lax och 

Öringsfiske förening in order to promote fishing even to the handicapped as 

the banks are very hard to maneuver even with two healthy legs.

As he is such a social character it does not take long for him to get company 

by fellow fishermen. Here it is about eleven or twelve o'clock at night.

Getting colder and sitting still for several hours it means that he has to wear 

several layers of warm clothes to keep warm.

I took this shot as an overall view of the scene, wanting to have the car in the 

frame not only as a minor part as it means a lot to him getting to the place 

and his hobbies.

I placed him in the middle to accentuate the calm of the situation and 

because of the river not being that interesting and the opposite bank being 

almost black due to the light.
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A closer look at the fishermen.

Maybe a little dark but there are still details in the shadows and I wanted to 

show that they are active on all hours of the day, even night time.

It is very common of him sitting there several hours, seeing the sun set and 

rise again while trying to get fish.

An alternative would have been to go there on day time but the light during 

the day is very strong and does not convey the feeling and thoughts I 

associate with fishing there.

I maybe should have taken the tops of the fishing rods in the frame but as 

the poles are very long it would have meant to get the men smaller and 

getting a less intimate view.
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At his working place

Sunderby Hospital in Luleå. This picture showing the ground floor, inside 

which is designed as a street with lamps, signs and so on.

Access to his actual working place did not work out as they had water 

damage and had moved to a tiny room not really showing other than bags 

and boxes.

Even patient confidentiality was a concern and we decided to go for a more 

formal portrait in hospital environment giving a nice and clean but 

interesting background 

Ideally of course would have been to get him “in action” taking pictures or 

sitting at a computer but as I wrote there were several problems.
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Editing

The pictures were taken from winter 2012/2013 to July 2013 at several 

occasions.

No lighting equipment was used.

Editing was done in Lightroom and included cropping, sharpening as well as 

noise reduction. In some cases lens correction was enabled and adjusted.

Other than that mostly basic adjustment of exposure, white balance, contrast 

and so on.

In some of the portrait I used the adjustment brush for dodging and burning 

and adding a little more sharpness to the eyes, whitening the conjuntivae.

When having dust on the sensor I used the spot removal tool in Lightroom to 

remove it from the picture.
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Reflections

A personal project I wanted to do since a while ago as I admire the way Nicke 

deals with the abilities he has. That the last assignment was so open that I 

could use my idea was a good coincidence.

Planing was done in the beginning to get a structure of what I want to show 

but then doing planing of the details along the way and reflecting over what 

had been done and what was to be done to get a “good story”.

Along the way I got input of not only Nicke but even Johan, one of my best 

friends and of course of my wife.

Nicke had very many ideas of what might be interesting to show and what he 

wanted to show.

The subject of showing Nickes life and mobility proved to be quite difficult to 

show in just twelve pictures.

I had to leave quite a few pictures behind that I really like but did not add 

anything to the story and took some pictures that were not as good to show 

some more aspects of the story.

It proved to be more difficult than I had anticipated, especially the light and 

fishing was hard to combine. Unfortunately was the luck not on our side to 

get a picture of him catching a fish.

I think I managed to give a good impression of how life for Nicke looks like 

and being able to encourage other handicapped people to go out and do 

what they like, seeing the possibilities instead of the obstacles.

A longer time had probably not given more or better photographs.

Clearly are some of the pictures not as good as they could have been but I 

did not want to stay in a “never ending story” of trying to improve the 

pictures in eternity.

I see some disadvantages in my planning it loosely and filling the frame as 

time went by and possibilities arose. Maybe it would have been better to have 

a strict plan of what to shoot when but the flexibility I had with the loose 

planning fitted the lifestyle of Nicke better and of course was better adjusted 

to the weather that can be a real pain up here.
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The diversity of the subject was both an advantage and disadvantage as it 

challenged me to keep it tight and use different techniques in different 

situations. On the other hand was it, as I said, difficult to show a diverse 

subject to someone that does not know Nicke.

So difficulties were the complexity of the subject and the rapidly changing 

weather and light conditions meaning that you had not many occasions to 

“get the shot”.

Opportunities arose along the way when trying to get interesting and varied 

pictures.
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